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Goal of the game 

It is the 17th century in the East Indies. You are in charge of two ships and you have a clear mission. Find valuable 

spices, and bring them back home. But there are a few catches. You have to bring these spices home before any 

other country does. There are pirates out there who will shoot your ships to smithereens when given the chance. 

And about finding those spices. You and your competitors could just trade them with locals and bring them home. 

Or, you you can battle and try to steal them from one another… The first player to bring home 2 copies of the four 

desirable spices wins the game! 

 

The first player to collect two cardamom, two cinnamon, two clove and two nutmeg on their home island wins the 

game. Pepper counts as a wildcard and can be used to substitute any other spice. 

Game setup 

Have each player choose a country. Give each player the player board of that country and 6 markers (3 red and 3 

transparent). Place the red markers on the fields that are marked with a big circle and the transparent markers on 

the fields marked with a small circle. Place the game board in the center of the table, and have each player place 

their home island in front of her/him. Depending on the number of players, this will be in a rectangular, square or 

triangular shape relative to each other. Please refer to the appendix for the recommended starting positions. The 

number indicates the number of trading cards on each wild island. Only when all trading cards are used will all 

discarded cards be reshuffled and replaced in the same way as the starting position. We strongly recommend you 

follow this set-up for the first few games. When you have a good understanding of the game mechanics, you can set-

up the game in any way you like. You just have to make sure the market island is placed at an equal distance for all 

players and all players have about equal distances to the nearest wild island. Then shuffle the trading cards and 

divide them across the islands, as depicted in the set-up in the appendix. Place a cut card on the bottom of the 7 

piles and place them in the standees. When building your own archipelago of islands, we recommend placing fewer 

cards on the islands close to players and more cards on the islands further away.  Place your two ships on the spots 

indicated and do the same for the two pirate ships.  

Determine a starting player. Our recommendation: the player with the most majestic beard. 

Each player places  this number of starting resources on their home island: 

 Starting player Second player* Third player Fourth player 

Crates 14 14 15 15 

Gold 10 10 10 10 

*or 15 crates in a two player game 

Place all remaining crates, gold and spices in an easy to reach place. You can also divide them across the wild islands 

and market island for extra visual flavour. Place the compass card on or next to the board, with North pointing at any 

way. You are now ready to start the game! Each player takes a turn in clock-wise order until someone has achieved 

the goal of the game. It’s a race! 

 



First step: move the pirates 

When it is your turn, the first thing you do is move the pirates. You roll the D8 with the wind directions. You then 

move the big pirate ship one step in that direction. Pirate ships can never be in a space with land, another ship or a 

player’s home island, or off the game board. When this would happen, you move the ship in the opposite direction 

instead.  In the rare case that this is also not possible, roll again until you roll a possible direction. Then you roll the 

dice again for the small pirate ship and also move this ship one space according to the same rules. 

If anyone of the pirate ships is now at one square distance from a player’s ship that is not in a harbor, it will 

immediately attack that ship. This will be explained in the section ‘battle’.  

Second step: Moving and other possible actions 

After dealing with the pirates, you are free to do whatever you like. You are allowed to take any action described 

below, but you cannot interrupt a moving action, take another action and then move again. So you are allowed to 

take actions, move and take actions again, or take actions and move, or move and take actions. You can also only 

move, only take actions or do nothing at all. But you cannot move part of your movement, take an action and finish 

the movement. 

Movement 

Movement is one of the three statistics of your ship, and is depicted by the sail. At the start of the game, your big 

ship may move three squares and your small ship may move up to two squares per turn. During your turn, you may 

move none, one or both ships a number of squares up to the number of sails of that ship.  

These ships are big, and therefore turning them isn’t easy. You can move to any of the 5 squares next to your ship or 

in front of your ship by spending 1 movement point. You cannot sail to any of the 3 squares behind your ship. If you 

would like to sail there, you first need to turn your ship for 1 movement point.  

        

So if you want to sail to a square marked with a turning icon, you can do so for 2 movement points. One to turn your 

ship, and one to sail to that square. You always move your ship with the front of the ship moving towards the square 

you are moving to. 

 

 



Special rules for movement 

You can choose which of your ships to move first. The only situation in which you need to move a ship is when 

occupying a harbor at a wild island or the market island for two turns. So if you moved in there at turn 1, you can 

stay there at turn 2 but you have to leave it at turn 3. In case of two adjacent harbor spaces, you are allowed to 

move to the other harbor space on the same island. You cannot sail into a harbor of an opponent. If you move within 

one space of a pirate (that is not a harbor space), it will immediately attack you.  If you are in a harbor and a pirate is 

next to you, you can move out of it to a space that is not adjacent to a pirate. The other way around is also possible 

without being attacked. 

 

The ship can move into the other harbor square or to the space north of him without immediately being attacked by 

the pirate ship. Moving Northeast would trigger a battle, as indicated by the skull and swords.  

Trading 

When you anchor at a wild island with at least one trading card on it, you can take a private look at the top card of 

the deck (the one furthest away from the cut card). Small wild islands have one anchor point, big wild islands have 

two anchor points. These count as harbors for all purposes. The trading card will look something like this: 

 

In this case, the local inhabitants of the island you just visited would like to have two crates, filled with trading 

goods. In return, they will trade you two coins and a specific spice, in this case a nutmeg. 



In order to fulfill this trade, you need to have these two crates in the ship you are visiting the island with. You can’t 

trade with crates on your home island or on your other ship (unless that other ship is directly adjacent to this ship, 

also see the ‘trans-ship’ action.  

When you take a private look at the card, you will decide to either accept or refuse this trade. When you refuse it 

(because you do not carry enough crates or don’t like or need the gold/spices offered), place the card back on the 

island, unseen for the other players. They will not know why you refused the trade. The next player to visit this island 

will need to draw this card again. If you accept the trade, you show the card to the other players. You remove the 

crates from the boat and place them in the general supply or on the island. Then you grab the listed amount of coins 

and spices and place them in your boat. Make sure you don’t exceed your ships’ cargo hold. Each ship has a cargo 

statistic on the player board. At the beginning of the game, the big ship can hold 7 goods and the small ship can hold 

5. This may be any combination of crates, coins and spices. When you exceed the maximum number of cargo on a 

ship, you have to dump any access in the sea on the square you are at. Any player including you can pick this up at 

any time during the game.  

You can look at one trading card per ship per island per turn. You can also look at a card without having any crates 

on board. The trading cards are always asking for between 1 and 5 crates, and are delivering gold and/or spices. 

When all cards are used on a wild island, it is depleted. No spices can be gotten from this island anymore and the 

island does not count as a harbor anymore. Only when all trading cards are used will they be reshuffled and 

redistributed among the islands. 

There is no trading possible between players. This would result in distrust and battling anyway. 

There is some trading possible at the Market Island. Besides upgrading your ships (next paragraph), you can also 

perform these actions at Market Island: 

 Trade 1 gold for 2 crates 

 Trade 2 crates for 1 gold 

 Trade 1 spice + 2 gold for 1 spice of your choice (except pepper) 

 

Upgrading 

You use the crates for trading with locals. You use the gold for upgrading your ship. Your ships have three statistics 

as listed on the player boards. Sail, cargo and cannons. The gold price for upgrading them is depicted in between the 

numbers.  

 



The cargo track. The circles at 5 and 7 depict the starting positions. To move your small ship up from 5 to 7, you 

would need to pay 2 + 2 =4 gold. 

The only place to upgrade your ships is at the Market Island. When docked there, you pay the gold required to 

upgrade either the cannons, sail and/or cargo of the ship(s) that you currently have docked there. You can move as 

many statistics up as far as you can pay for. 

Loading, unloading and trans-ship 

When one of your ships is at your home port, you can load or unload anything you want. You can do this at the 

beginning of your turn, at the end of it, even during other players’ turns if you wish. When your ships are adjacent to 

each other, you can transfer goods between them. 

 

When your second ship is located at a square with a checkmark, you are allowed to trans-ship. This cannot be done 

when your second ship is located diagonally. 

There are a few things to keep in mind when doing this. At all times you have to respect your ships’ cargo limits. 

Since this counts as an action, you cannot sail anymore with the ship that you just brought next to the other ship. 

The ship that didn’t sail yet is still allowed to move. When transporting spices in danger of being attacked by other 

players, it can be handy to have the second ship in between the ship with the spices and the home island. The ship 

with the spices can then sail next to the other ship. You can then load the spices onto the second ship, and sail home 

with that ship. 

This trans-ship can also be used to have one ship in a harbor with the second one adjacent to it. That ship can then 

use the harbor facilities at a wild island or the Market Island, but he is not technically in the harbor and can be 

attacked by pirates and other players.  

Battling 

Player vs player combat 

Players can live in peace and just trade their needed spices. But they can also attack each other and try to steal each 

other’s spices and/or gold! This is where the third statistic of the ships comes in play; the cannons. 

In order to attack another player, you need to be in anyone of the 8 squares surrounding the other ship, applying 

normal movement rules. Orientation of the ships doesn’t matter, your range is one square in either orthogonal or 

diagonal direction. You cannot attack another player if either you or him/her are in a harbor.  



When you have applied this, you can call a battle. The attacked player cannot refuse this. Both ships compare their 

cannon statistic with each other. The large ship starts with 5 cannons, the small one has 3 cannons at the beginning 

of the game. Both players roll a D6 and add this result to their number of cannons. The attacker wins at a draw. The 

results of the battle are depicted below. Pepper is depicted as the general icon for spices. The winner of the battle 

chooses which spice to steal. Since player-to-player combat counts as an action, the player whose turn it is can move 

before or after the fight. The defending player is allowed to attack the attacking player back in his/her own turn, if so 

desired.  

Pirate vs player combat 

Pirate battles do not count as an action. Pirates attack at the start of anyone’s turn when they are one square away 

from a players’ ship that is not located in a port – in any orthogonal or diagonal direction. Pirates do not attack either 

when they are located in a port themselves.  

Pirates also attack when a player in his/her turn moves within range of a pirate, when neither one of the two 

involved ships is in a port. If the player wins the combat, he/she is allowed to continue his/her movement, since this 

does not count as an action.  

 

Pirates also have a statistic for cannons, as depicted on the player aids. The large pirate ship always has 6 cannons 

while the small pirate ship has 4. Combat goes in a similar matter, with another player rolling the die for the pirates. 

Pirates win on a tie.  

When you win against a pirate, you win nothing. If it was your turn, you may continue your movement. If you lose, 

pirates will shoot your ship to smithereens. You have to downgrade one (small pirate loss) or two statistics (big 

pirate loss – you may also lower one statistic by two marks) of the attacked ship. You may choose which one(s) to 

downgrade. You also have to dump a spice of your choice or a gold over board. You are not allowed to pick this back 

up in this turn (when you triggered the attack) or in your next turn (when someone else triggered the attack).  

 

The results of pirate vs player and player vs player battles 

 

To summarize  

1. Move the pirates – check for and execute pirate vs player battles 

2. Move your own ships and take actions (Trade, upgrade, load/unload/trans-ship, battle) 

3. First player to have 2 of each of the four spices on their home island (or 6 of one type) wins! 

 

 

 



 



Recommended setup – 2 players – The dark part of the board will not be used. Ships cannot sail there. 

 



Recommended setup – 3 players 

 



Recommended setup – 4 players 

 


